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4 GOODWIN'S WEEKLY. i
H FROM THE FOUR WINDS.

H By T. G.
H The front page box editors of the "Telegram"
H should not practice too much on our generosity,
H because when it rushes too hastily to the de- -

H fense of a political manager who up to the day
H of election did not know how many wards and

H election districts there were in the city, it awak- -

H ens a suspicion that there was as much personal
selfishness as there was disinterested desire to

H serve the party when, that manager was selected.
H and that no matter how mercenary other people
H may be, the "Telegram" is not altogether an eleo- -

H is mosynary institution.
H As to that manager, before any newspaper
H breaks out in his defense it should consult the
H men who in the field have been most active for1
H the American party, and get their opinions.

H Those who best know the little needs of the
H world were awfully thick along the busiest streets
H on Tuesday morning, and the way they would stop
H to cuss the weather man, the rubber man, the
H coat man and Harriman was a caution. By far
H the most fervid denunciation was for the latter,
H and those who didn't meet a newspaper man to

tell him what he ought to do to the street car
company took time enough during the day to call
up a city editor or two to explain precisely what
they would do if they ran a newspaper.

Who was to blame because two feet of snow
fell, the power lines broke and traffic was tied up
during the busy morning hours? Harriman.

Who was at fault because a hack or two loaded
to the guards on the way to the business district
wouldn't stop for others, too stingy-face-d to ride
in a carriage except at a funeral? Harriman.

Who gave the hunch to Providence to put the
Indian sign on the telephone and light wires, and
start a procession resembling the retreat from
Moscow along every residence street? Harriman.

Of co'urse, the great streak of American humor
that comes to the surface in such emergencies
saved the day for most people, but the growlers
were about in legion, forgetting that a few years
ago they would have been obliged to paddle
through the mud instead of slipping on the pave-rucnt- s,

forgetting that Harriman has done more to
make a city out of a jay town than any outsider
in the country, and that he has millions yet to be
spent to add to the expenditures already made in
helping to modernize Salt Lake.

Strangest of all, Is that no one has hit upon

the real solution of where the blame for the fierce
weather conditions should be placed. It was all
the fault of the hierarch, and not Harriman at all.

Speaking of growlers, a typical one who was
obliged to get off a car a few days ago a shprt
distance above the place where he wished to stop,
on account of the track being blocked by a group
,of men who were removing the unsightly poles
from Main Street, remarked: " it, always
something going on here to delay a man who Is
in a hurry; worst town I ever got in in my life."

There are some people who ought to stay home
and have their helpmates practice the art of mak-
ing Marcelle waves with the moss on their backd,
for it is an awful struggle for them to see a place
in that transitory stage which changes a village
to a city.

Perhaps, had he spoken in time, the decision
to remove the poles might have been rescinded.

Lucky Nat Goodwin has made a great success
with his new play, "Cameo Kirby," which is the
joint production of Booth Tarkington and Harry
Leon Wilson. It was tried on the willing canine at
Columbus the other night, and critics unan'Tno'ic
ly agreed that he had found a new character
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T17HEN you catch on to the fact

that we're offering you the best
clothes ever shown in this town, you'll
be surprised that you have neglected
the opportunity so long. Every

xndiL ociidiiiicr ex lvidrx
suit and overcoat in the store is a good
catch; and you'll realize it as soon as

you see them.

We have got some of the finest things
here that Hart Schaffner & Marx ever
made; they're special things produced

We'll show you some of the smartest styles
in fine overcoats; new ideas for this season both
in fabrics and in models; nobody in the whole
country offers such values as we do in our Hart
Schaffner & Marx fine clothes. It's the same
in suits. We show you the best in the market;
at low prices. Every dollar you pay here gets

This store is the home of
Hart Schaffner & Marx clothes
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